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WORKING under discouragements whichfew teams at Rose have had to undergo,
this year's foot ball team has achieved remarka-
ble and very praiseworthy results. The little
time available for practice, and the difficulty of
securing a heavy team from so small a number of
students, have, as always, hindered the forma-
tion of a successful team. But the discourage-
ments which peculiarly tried the mettle of our
men, was the unexpected loss, by chance or acci-
dent, of four of the best men on the team. Thus
far, the team has acquitted itself nobly in a
schedule harder than any which has been played,
and THE TECHNIC is glad to express its admira-
tion and gratitude for the perseverence and en-
thusiasm which have made it a good team.
ototoe
I T is a source of great pleasure to THE TECH-
1 NIC to see the widening interest displayed by
the members of the Faculty with regard to the
athletic contests and achievements in which the
school engages. This year the enthusiasm, dis-
played first and most by Professor Hathaway,
seems to have spread among other members to a
No. 2
marked extent. Such a state of affairs cannot
fail to be beneficial. The student demands of
his professor, most of all, that he possess a dig-
nity worthy of his calling; but cordial relations
and unity of interest between teacher and student
are scarcely less valuable. And when the student
sees his professor displaying lively interest in
practice, accompanying teams to their place of
trial, or forgetful of all else in his enthusiasm
over the victory, he doesn't think it is ridiculous
or undignified. He thinks that the man is a bet-
ter fellow than has been supposed, and respects
him accordingly.
otwie&at
T is a natural, and healthy, thing that one
I should occasionally think as to whether he is
pursuing the best of his opportunities. It de-
notes laziness, more than anything else, when a
man is too easily satisfied with the existing order
of things. No better proof of mental activity can
be had than evidence that a man is critical, in a
moderate way, of what is going on about him.
For this reason it would be strange if the intelli-
gent student were always satisfied to accept his
school as perfect. Nothing is more natural than
that the thoughtful man should ask himself, Is
my school all that it should be? or Am I doing
as well as I might elsewhere? Especially in a
school of engineering is the spirit of criticism
evident. In that class of colleges where instruc-
tion is more didactic, and more dependent on per-
sonal authority and usage than on rigid demonstra-
tion of facts, the tendency is stronger to accept the
dictum of the powers that be with implicit confi-
dence. On this account, we believe, it is more
common to hear the students criticising the course
of study or the administration of the school. And
where such criticism is not malicious it cannot
but be beneficial.
While this independence of thought is a good
thing, it is a great pleasure to have the doubts
removed, and occasionally to find that the mis-
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givings have been unfounded. We cannot re-
frain from sharing a pleasure of this kind with
our readers. Among the Alumni who attended
commencement last June, the sentiment seemed
general, that their training had been of the right
sort. "If I had my education to take over, I
should take same course I did," happened to
be the words of four men, representing three
different courses in the Institute. It is no part
of THE TECHNIC'S function to advertise the
school it represents, and it has always refrained
from the appearance of doing so. Our reason
for mentioning the above is simply that we are
glad to hear it.
cakatt.$
NDER the auspices of the Scientific Society,
Dr. Mees presented, on October 3rd, a pa-
per on Wireless Telegraphy. The address was
interesting and well illustrated.
The history of telegraphy was sketched from
the earliest fire signals to the achievements of
Steinheil, Davy, Moore, Lindsey, and those of
later date. He next called attention to the fact
that of the numberless wonderful phenomena
which take place continually, we accept as a mat-
ter of course those which appeal directly to our
senses. Others which are no more remarkable,
we call marvelous and inexplicable merely be-
cause we are not familiar with them. We ac-
cept with readiness the fact of the propagation of
sound, yet find it hard to believe that other
waves which do not affect our senses are capable
of existing. In the case of wireless telegraphy
the possibilities have seemed marvelous because,
by these devices, we are able to perceive through
our senses, the results of ethereal waves which
had hitherto been only vague mental concepts.
It was explained that waves of various magni-
tudes underlie many natural phenomena, and
some time was given up to the discussion of the
nature of vibration in general, the necessity of a
medium, and the limits as to wave lengths. The
response of the tuning fork and the flame in the
tube, to the particular notes to which they are
attuned, was illustrated. The analogy between
such phenomena, and the vibration-effects which
are made use of in wireless telegraphy, was
pointed out.
The speaker mentioned the excitement and the
flights of imagination which were called out by
the first announcement of the discovery, but ex-
pressed the opinion that further investigation
indicates that its use will be limited, and that it
will not soon' compete with present systems.
A device illustrating the methods used in de-
tecting electrical waves had been prepared. It
was a detector, a glass tube of about 2 m.m.
bore containing at its center, compressed between
two silver terminals, about 5 m.m. of nickel and
silver filings. This formed part of a circuit con-
taining a battery and telegraphic relay. It was
also connected with a thin vertical brass rod a
meter in length. The discharging of small con-
densers on a Tcepler-Holtz machine at the rear
of the room caused etherial waves, and the ef-
fect of these was to decrease the resistance of the
filings in the tube. This decreased resistance
made possible in the circuit, current strong
enough to operate the relay. This closed a sec-
ondary circuit containing a battery and bell, and
the existence of the waves was shown by the
ringing of the bell when the condensers were
discharged. A tap on the tube containing the
filings rendered the bell silent till another spark
had passed. The same apparatus responded in a
similar way to the impulses actuated by an in-
duction coil in the adjoining room,
The lecture closed with the projection on the
screen of a group of portraits of the men who
had hewn out the steps by which Marconi, the
young Italian genius, has arrived at the stage of
development where we now stand.
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THE determination of the structure of cam-phor has proved to be one of the most diffi-
cult problems of organic chemistry. More than
fifty different chemists have worked with camphor
and its derivatives, and many of them have spent
a large amount of time on the subject. No less
than twenty-five different formulae have been
proposed for the body. As Blanc very naively
puts it, at least twenty-four of these must be
bad.
Two reasons, especially, have led to the pro-
posal of so many erroneous formulw : Camphor
and some of its derivatives evidently undergo, in
many reactions, molecular rearrangements which
give rise to the formation of bodies of a structure
radically different from that of camphor itself;
and many of the formulae proposed have been
based on one, or a few, relationsnips of camphor,
while other equally important relations have been
overlooked.
Camphor, when heated with phosphorous pen-
toxide,loses water and gives cymene,
CH3 1.
C6H4
NCH CH3,' 4.
`- CH3
On this fact, chiefly, were based the following
formulae:
C3H7
CH2—C=CH
>0
CH2—C=CH
CH3
V. Meyer, 1870,
C3H7
CH2—CH-- CH2
CH=C CO
CH3
Kekule, 1873.
C3H7
C H2—C—C H2
I I
C H2—C—C
CH3
Bredt, 1884.
In 1872 Wreden discovered that when camphoric
CO2H
acid, Calm<
CO2H
with hydrochloric acid, tetrahydro- and hexahy-
dro-metaxylene are fomed. Several formulae for
camphoric acid were based partly on this reaction.
CH3
C— CO2H
/ N
CH2 CH2
CH2 C—0O211
N /N
CH2 CH3
Wreden, 1872.
, is heated in sealed tubes
CH3
CH CO2H
/N/
CH2 CH
CO2H
CH2 C CH3
CH3
CH
/
CH2 CH2
I CH3
CH2 CH /
N/ N
CH CO2H
ArmCs°2troling, 1883.
CH2
Collie, 1892.
Wreden' s formula was never received with
much favor. That Armstrong's formula is not
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true was demonstrated here in 1895 by the syn-
CH3 1.
thesis of tetrahydroxylic acid, C61-17—CH3 3.
CO2H 4.
and the fact that it is different from cis-campho-
lytic acid. The same proof was furnished shortly
after, and independently, by W. H. Perkin, Jr.
A similar demonstration of the falsity of-Collie's
formula was also furnished by myself-in 1899.
Camphor gives by oxidation the following pro-
ducts:
/ CO
C8H14 I to
CH2
Camphor
CO2H CO2H
C8H14 to C9H13—CO
X NI
CO2H 0
Camphoric Acid. Camphoric Acid.
CO2H
C6Hii—CO2H
CO2H
Camphoronic Acid.
In 1893 Bredt discovered that camphoronic
acid gives considerable amounts of trimethyl suc-
cinic a- cid,
CT-T..
C —CO2H
CH3-- CH—CO2H, when heated.
This fact indicates that there are three methyl
groups in camphoric acid and in camphor. But
camphoric acid is a saturated compound and
must contain a ring of carbon atoms. If we as-
sume three methyl and two carboxyl groups in
camphoric acid, there remain only five carbon
atoms for the ring. We may anticipate by say-
ing that this line of reasoning was shown to be
correct in 1897 when W. H. Perkin, Jr., effected
the synthesis of the inactive comphoronic acid,
having the structure,
CH3' 
CO2H
CH3—C— CO2H
. The formation of tri_
CH2—CO2H
methyl succinic acid from camphoric acid has led
directly or indirectly to the proposal of
formulae for camphor or camphoric acid—
CO CH2
CH3—C— CH2
H112
:>C
—CH —CH
Bredt, 1893.
CH3—CH CH—CO
6112
C
C
H
H 
> 
C —CH—CH2
Tiemann, 1895.
four
CO2H
CI-18—C— CH2
CH—CO2H
CH3 CH2Perkin,CH3' —
Perkin, 1896, 1898.
CO2H
CH3—C — CH—CO2H
CH2
CH3
CH3>C — CH2
Perkin, 1896, 1898.
In 1893 Walker undertook a study of the elec-
trolysis of the acid esters of bibasic acids, and
from the sodium salt of the " ortho " ethyl
/CO2C2H5
ester of camphoric acid, C8H14( was
`CO2Na
obtained the ethyl ester of an acid, Calm CO2H
to which he gave the name "campholytic acid."
Since the ester is formed by the loss of carbon
dioxide and hydrogen from the ion,
/CO2C9.1-15
Calm this double union must
NCO2*
probably be in the a /3 position with regard to the
carboxyl which is lost. The campholytic acid
combines with two bromine atoms and the result-
ing bibrom campholytic gcid, C81-113Br2CO2H, on
treatment with the sodium carbonate gives, in
part, a bromine derivation of a hydrocarbon,
C81-113Br. This conduct, Fittig has shown, is
characteristic of bibrom acids with the bromine
atoms in the a /3 position, that is, with the group-
-CBr—CO2H
ing, I . Hence the double union of
=CBr
the campholytic acid is adjacent to the carboxyl.
Since, from the reasoning above it is also adja-
cent to the position of the carboxyl group of
camphoric acid which has disappeared, it follows
that the two carboxyl groups of camphoric acid
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are combined with adjacent carbon atoms. My
own work with camphoric acid was begun in
1894. The work done consisted in the prepara-
tion of the two camphoramidic acids,
CO2H
C81114/ one of which was new then,
NCONH2
though it was obtained independently by Hooge-
werf and Van Dorp at about the same time.
From the amidic acids by treatment with sodium
hypopromite (Hofmann's reaction) two amino
CO3H
acids, C8 /11•N
NH2
acids were called dihydroaminocampholytic acid
and aminolauronic acid. With these acids and
derivatives the following facts have been estab-
lished:
1. On boiling each amino acid for three hours
with alcohol and some sulphuric acid about one-
half the dihydroaminocampholytic acid is con-
verted into the ethyl ester, while only about five
per cent. of the aminolauronic acid is so con-
verted. This proves that the carboxyl of the
aminolauronic acid is tertiary, that of the dihydro-
aminocampholytic acid, secondary. The same
conclusion follows for the two carboxyls of cam-
phoric acid.
2. Dihydroaminocampholytic acid gives with
nitrous acid a hydroxy acid which is not affected,
in the cold, by Beckmann's mixture of potassium
pyrochromate and sulphuric acid. The hydroxyl
group is, therefore, tertiary. Aminolauronic acid
gives a hydroxy acid, on the other hand, which
is oxidized by the mixture, and the oxidation pro-
duct loses carbon dioxide with the formation of a
ketone. This is characteristic of /3-hydroxy
—CH OH
=C—CO2H
and proves both that the hydroxyl group of this
acid is secondary and that the two carboxyl
groups of camphoric acid are combined with ad-
jacent carbon atoms.
3. Dihydroaminocampholytic acid gives, also,
with nitrous acid campholytic acid which has the
were prepared. These
acids having the grouping
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grouping,
=C
—C—CO2H
nolauronic acid gives in the same manner these
products, a hydrocarbon C81-114, y -lauronolic acid,
/CO
C8H13CO2H, and a lactone, C81114
NO
These facts are readily explained if we assume
that camphoric acid contains the grouping,
--C—CO2H
CH—CO.2H
=CH
and that the tertiary carboxyl of this grouping
is retained in the aminolauronic acid while the
secondary carboxyl is retained in the dihydro-
aminocampholytic acid.
4. The campholytic acid on standing with
dilute sulphuric acid changes to an isomeric acid
which is probably stereomeric with it and which
is called ciscampholytic acid. The same acid
had been previously prepared by K6nigs and
Hoerlin, by a method which did not show its re-
tion to campholytic acid and was called by them
isolauronolic acid. This misleiding name, un-
fortunately, still clings to the acid. With this
acid the following tranformations were carried
out:
C81-113CO2H to C8I-115CO2H to C8H14BrCO2H
A
as stated above. Ami-
This demonstrates that the acid contains the
—C
—C—CO2H
It was partly through a study of the facts just
given that Bouveault was led to publish the fol-
lowing formula for camphor in 1897:
CO—CH2
CH3-C —CH
CH2
CH3
C —CH2 Perkin had pro-C113 -
grouping
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posed a corresponding formula for camporic acid
in 1896, but he proposed another formula at the
same time, and in a paper published in 1898 he
gave the other formula the preference.
In 1899 Mr. Shepherd and myself prepared the
following series of compounds, starting with cis-
campholytic acid:
,CO2HC81113CO2H to C81-115CO2H to C8H14--,...Br
CO2H
to C8H14< to C8H140
OH
The last compound is a ketone which possesses
a very unusual interest; first, because it con-
denses with benzaldehyde to form the compound,
C8H140=CHC6H5, proving that it contains the
grouping, —CO
—CH2, but since it does not con-
TECHNIC.
dense with two molecules of the aldehyde it can
not contain the grouping, —CH2
CO
CH, thus exclud-
ing the formula proposed' by Perkin in 1898;
second, because I have succeeded in preparing
ketone synthetically by means of reactions which
demonstrate the structure, CH3—CH— CO
H2
:>c— • CH2
This was the first synthesis of a compound con-
taining the ring characteristic of camphor, and
it establishes the truth of Bouveault's formula
beyond reasonable doubt.
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Distribution of conductors of
Celephone Service.By ARTHUR RICE, '93,
31
ENGINEER IN CONSTRUCTION DEPARTMENT,
NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO , N.Y. CITY.
THE engineering problems which presentthemselves in telephony are generally di-
vided into three groups. First, those relating to
the central offices; second, the line plant; third,
the subscribers' station. The problems relating
to the line-plant or the distribution of conductors
present difficulties which are to a great extent
governed by local conditions. It is this side of
the question, rather than the technical, of which
I intend to present a few facts. Wireless tele-
phony has not yet become an established com-
mercial fact, and "talking along a beam of light,"
although interesting to contemplate, is hardly to
be relied upon for important conversations. The
realization of this ideal of the transmission of
speech would solve many problems, the solution
of which is now very troublesome. The sensi-
tiveness of the telephone is familiar to every en-
gineer, and the difficulty of maintaining a satis-
factory working line is well known to all who
have come to deal with these matters in a practi-
cal way.
The telephone system in New York City pre-
sents, in the matter of the distribution of con-
ductors, nearly all possible phases of the prob-
lem. Its geographical location and topographical
features require distribution to be effected by
means of the pole-line, by means of rial lines
from house-tops and conducted through under-
ground and submarine cables.
The area of the city and the number of subscri-
bers' stations demand at the present time, in or-
der to give efficient service, the maintenance of
15 central stations or exchanges. New York
City (Borough of Manhattan) is therefore di-
vided into 15 exchange districts, each one, as
far as telephonic service is concerned, a city in
itself. In addition to the subscribers' lines ema-
nating from each exchange to the stations located
in that district, there are other lines, known as
trunk lines, connecting the various exchanges
with each other. Additional trunk lines connect
these exchanges with the exchanges in the other
boroughs of Greater New York and in adjacent
towns. Then there are further, long-distance
trunk lines which go the exchanges of the long-
distance company, and by means of which, cities
within a radius of about 1,500 miles can be
brought within hearing distance.
I will now try to present, rather hurriedly, the
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different methods of reaching the subscriber from
the exchange.
From the exchange where the subscribers'
line is terminated on a distributing board, it is
carried in cables originally containing 50 pairs of
conductors. These cables were gradually re-
placed by 100-pair cables, and are now being re-
placed by 200-pair cables. The use of a 300-pair
cable is now under consideration. Seven years
ago all lines worked on a ground circuit which
required only one wire; now with the complete
metallic circuit in general use, twice the number
of conductors is needed. In addition, the natural
growth of the system, and the limited subway
facilities, have made the gradual increase in the
number of wires to be carried by one cable a
necessity. The conductors in the cable are cov-
ered with a paper insulation and twisted in pairs;
the whole surrounded by an outside sheathing of
lead and tin about -inch in thickness. A 200-
pair cable is about 2/8 inches in diameter. These
cables as stated are terminated on the distribut-
ing board, and are generally carried down through
shafts or pipes in the walls to the cellar of the
exchange where they enter the subway. The
subway is accessible at street corners, and some-
times at intervening points, through man-holes,
and the cables are drawn through the subway
conduits from man-hole to man-hole. So far we
have kept within the domains of the operating
company, but at some point the conductors must
come to the surface to reach the subscriber and
there is where the troubles begin.
The most primitive method still in use in some
parts of New York City is pole-line distribution.
The unsightliness of a pole-line along the streets
of a city is of course its greatest drawback.
There are, however, parts of New York City
where any other system of distribution is im-
practicable. We have previously followed the
the exchange-cable to a man-hole of the subway.
Now we assume that at the corner where this
man-hole is located a pole-line crosses the street.
We wish to reach subscribers located along the
route of the pole-line. An iron pipe is laid un-
derground from the man-hole to the subway to
the foot of the nearest pole of the pole-line. A
cable the size of which is determined. by the local
requirements is spliced to a corresponding num-
ber of pairs of the 200-pair cable which has been
brought from the exchange. The former is then
drawn through the underground pipe from the
man-hole to the pole and is extended up along
the pole (generally enclosed in an iron pipe) to a
point under the cross-arms where it is terminated
in a terminal box. From the terminal box a pair
of wires is can ied from pole to pole until the sub-
scribers' station is reached. If a number of pairs
are to be carried for some distance in the same
direction, they are frequently replaced by a small
lead-covered cable, which again terminates on a
pole from which distribution to a number of sub-
scribers' stations can be most easily effected.
After the necessary rights of way have been se-
cured and a pole-line is well established, it is
objectionable principally from an artistic point
of view. Connections are easily made, and if the
weather is not too severe, the maintenance is not
exorbitant compared with the service rendered.
House top distribution is the next in the line
of progress. We again return to the cable which
we left at a manhole of the subway and a part of
which, say 50 pairs, has been taken to the pole-
line. The exchange cable will therefore continue
as a 150-pair cable through the subway to an-
other manhole near a point where a number of
subscribers' stations are to be reached. A build-
ing selected for its greater height above the sur-
rounding properties is determined upon, and the
privilege of extending a cable to the roof and to
establish a fixture on the same is secured.
A pipe is laid underground from the manhole to
the building. A cable of required size is again
spliced to a corresponding number of pairs of the
main cable (now 150 pairs) and is extended
through the underground pipe into the building.
Here it is carried to the roof in the most practic-
able manner and is there terminated in a box
which is fastened to an iron fixture erected on
the roof. The single okonite-covered conductors
are here connected to the conductors of the cable
and are extended aerially to the subscribers' sta-
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tions in neighboring blocks. On their way, these
lines are fastened to house tops, chimneys, cor-
nices, etc., to give them more steadiness. The
great difficulties experienced in maintaining these
lines in all kinds of weather and often in the-
face of the very hostile attitude of property own-
ers, whose roofs are crossed or whose chimneys
serve as stays are not easily described. The
sociological condition which requires a man to
submit to some invasion of his rights for the
benefit of his fellow-man is an entirely non-
technical but highly important factor which here
enters the problem of distribution. The man
who has no need of a telephone cannot be so
easily convinced that it is no more than reasona-
ble to permit the wires of his neighbor's tele-
phone to be attached to his roof. The damage
done to roofs by the wires and by the linemen
walking on the roofs, the fear of thieves who
may gain admittance on the representation of
being linemen, the fear of fire from crossing
wires, which some people cannot banish, are all
inimical to the success of this method of distri-
bution.
A method partly on the house-top and partly
on the pole-line system has been attempted in
portions of Brooklyn. A rather decorative hol-
low iron pole is erected in the street near the
curb on a line with the party fences extending
through the center of a block. A cable is
brought direct from the subway to this pole and
is extended up inside to the top. The pole is
capped by a mushroom-shaped device fitted with
insulators, to which the subscribers' lines are se-
cured and where they are connected with the ex-
change cable. Subscribers' stations in one block
only are connected to•this pole. As the pole is
on the party line of the properties and overlooks
the back yards it is easy to stretch aerial lines
to the buildings in the block without crossing
the roofs of intervening properties. The one
difficulty is almost removed, but the objectiona-
ble appearance of overhead wires and the objec-
tionable feature of long exposed aerial stretches,
easily damaged by wind and weather, remain.
To obviate further all these objections, the
"Interior Block System of Distribution" was de-
vised about six years ago. In this system each
city block, that is each group of houses sur-
rounded by four streets, is considered as a unit.
The question of reaching subscribers' stations in
each individual block is taken up separately.
Most of the blocks in New York city are laid out
very regularly. There is a solid quadrangle of
houses which surrounds an open space formed
by the rear courts or yards. Through the center
of the open space runs a dividing line of fences
or walls. The down town or southern district is
not so regular in construction, but the general
character is maintained, and for purposes of this
article all blocks may be considered alike.
Now we assume a certain block is to be con-
sidered for treatment on the Interior Block plan.
A drawing of the block showing the outlines of
the buildings and open spaces, also the subways
from which the block can be reached, is made.
An engineer then makes a survey of the block,
selecting a building near the subway through
which a cable can be introduced into the block.
The privilege of running a cable through the
cellar or basement of the building having been
secured, connection is made by means of an iron
pipe to the nearest manhole of the subway.
Having brought our exchange cable through the
subway from the exchange to this manhole, we
again take off a branch and extend it through
the underground pipe into the building men-
tioned, the size of the cable being determined
by the estimated ultimate number of subscribers'
stations to be located in the block. The cable is
then extended through the cellar or basement of
the building, as the case may be, into the court
or yard in rear. From this point the cable is
run along the rear yard fences or walls through-
out the block, permits from the property owners
having been previously secured. At intervals,
say every three or four houses, a small branch
cable is spliced to a corresponding number of
pairs of the main cable and the conductors of the
branch cable are terminated in a small terminal
box secured to the fence or wall. The main
cable continues diminished in size, the same
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operation being repeated at stated intervals, until
at the end of the block all the conductors have
been terminated. The subscribers' station is
wired to the nearest terminal box by means of
twisted pairs of okonite-covered wires, these
wires being fastened to the fences or walls con-
veniently located along their path.
By this system the subscribers' line is kept en-
closed within a lead-covered cable until it reaches
the small terminal boxes mentioned. From here
to the subscribers' station it continues for a very
short distance as a separate pair of wires. The
line is therefore very well protected from me-
chanical injury and outside electrical influences.
There are no overhead wires and the objections
of unsightliness, damage to roofs, and crossing
of wires is done away with. I have given only
the general characteristics of the system. Many
modifications have to be introduced to meet vary-
ing conditions, but time will not permit me to
go into details. This system has now been es-
tablished in about 600 blocks in New York City.
The greatest difficulty encountered in carrying
out this system of distribution is the securing of
the necessary rights of way. The advantages
have however appealed to most property owners
and uniform progress has been made.
The ideal conditions aimed at in the distribu-
tion of conductors is to limit the area, fed from a
center of distribution, to one building. To at-
tain this condition it would be necessary to ex-
tend subways through all streets and to make an
underground connection from such subways to
every building. In the case of private houses
this would mean a separate underground connec-
tion for every individual subscriber, and would
therefore be prohibitive on account of the cost.
The above is a very general survey of the sys-
tems employed to reach subscribers' stations from
the various exchanges.
The trunk lines connecting the different ex-
changes in the city run entirely through the sub-
way from exchange to exchange. To reach the
outlying boroughs and towns other problems
present themselves. The trunk lines from New
York to Brooklyn are carried across the East
river in cables attached to the Brooklyn bridge.
From New York to Jersey City submarine cables
are laid in the North river. These cables require
very heavy insulation, and, in order to keep
them within reasonable diameter, the number of
conductors is limited to about 20 pairs. They
are lowered from tugs especially built for that
purpose, the cable being allowed to roll off a reel
while the tug steams ahead. From New York
city (Borough of Manhattan) to the Borough of
the Bronx it is necessary to cross the Harlem
river. This was formerly accomplished by means
of submarine cables. The many injuries to
which these cables were subjected made it advis-
able to lay a subway under the river. This was
done about two years ago. The subway, about
550 feet in length, was built in three sections
and then lowered into a trench dug in the bot-
tom of the •river. The subway is two feet in
diameter and made of Georgia pine, the parts
being held together by iron hoops about three
feet apart. In its interior are eight four-inch
iron pipes coated with asphaltum, through which
the cables are drawn.
From the facts which I have endeavored to
bring out it can be readily seen that the line
plant of a large telephone system presents many
interesting problems, which in this hurried sketch
have only been indicated.
ALUMNI NOTES.
Jas. Farrington, '96, is now with the American
Steel and Wire Co., at Pittsburgh. The works
in this city are known as the Neville Works of
that company.
U. U. Carr, '96, who was with the Pressed
Steel Car Co., at McKee's Rocks, is now with
the same company, but at Alleghany, Pa.
F. J. Jumper, '99, is with the Pressed Steel
Car Co., McKee's Rocks, Pa.
A. F. Gordon, '97, has recently taken a posi-
tion with the Pittsburgh Bridge Co., Pittsburgh.
His address is 4924 Liberty street.
J. R. Taggart, '95, is with the Liquid Carbonic
Acid Manufacturing Co., Chicago.
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newspaper and Its manufacture.
By C. H. HILLS, '02.
BEFORE beginning the description of paper-making as it is carried on today, it might
be well to state briefly the history of paper man-
ufacture. The Chinese are credited with first
inventing the process for the manufacture of pa-
per, from a fibrous substance reduced to a pulp
in water. The date of the discovery is uncer-
tain, but it is placed some centuries before the
Christian era.
Hemp, rags, and the inner bark of trees,
composed the raw material for the fiber, while
a sort of gum was used for sizing. In a short
time the surrounding countries contained some
paper mills, and instead of using hemp, bark,
etc., used cotton for fiber.
Strange as it may seem, paper-making was not
introduced into Europe until the eleventh cen-
tury, when a mill was opened in Spain. In a
century or two paper mills were found all over
Europe, but the improvements in the process
were very slow, until Louis Robert discovered
the principle of making paper in an endless web.
Soon aftewards the Fourdrinier brothers gave
their energy and fortune to perfecting the pro-
cess, and gave the world a machine that was to
revolutionize paper-making. While England and
the continent were making great strides in paper-
making, the American colonies were not slow to
take up the manufacture and lay the foundations
for one of the great industries of the present
day.
After the invention of the Fourdrinier machine
there was little progress made in the improve-
ment of paper-making machinery. In 1822 John
Ames obtained a patent on his famous cylinder
machine, which is used instead of the Fourdri-
nier on all coarse papers. Other improvements
followed in quick succession, including trimming,
ruling and stamping machines, which make the
name of Ames equal in importance to that of
Fourdrinier.
For convenience, I will divide newspaper mak-
ing into four divisions, according to the materi-
als used; namely, chemical pulp, mechanical
pulp, cotton waste or rags, and sizing, etc.
Chemical pulp is prepared by the soda pro-
cess, the sulphite process and the sulphate pro-
cess. The sulphite process is most used at
present. In this, the soft woods, especially spruce,
cedar, basswood, white poplar and cotton-
wood are most employed. The bark is removed
by power or hand shaves, but most of the knots
and rotten or colored wood are disregarded and
taken out afterwards by screens. The wood is
put through a chipping machine which cuts it
across the grain and reduces it to pieces about 3A 
of an inch in thickness.
After the chips are dusted by blowing them
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against a screen, they are put into boilers called
digesters. These are of two forms, the rotary
and the upright or fixed. The latter are now the
more common.
The upright digesters are made of boiler plate,
and lined with lead. The object of the lead is to
protect the iron or steel of the shell from the
sulphite liquors. The digesters are filled to
within a few feet of the top with chips, and then
obtained by burning either brimstone or iron
pyrites.
The ,sulphite bleaches the fibres and breaks
them down, but as this is not a permanent bleach,
chlorine is used. The wood is cooked for ten or
twelve hours under 85 pounds pressure to the
square inch. Then it is blown into a room with a
screen floor and washed until all the liquor is out
of it.
•
FIG.
a liquor is put in, in sufficient quantity to cover
the chips. The liquor consists generally of the
acid sulphites of calcium and magnesium. It is
prepared by passing sulphur dioxide through
towers packed with dolomite, over which water
is trickling, or by forcing sulphur dioxide into
closed vessels, partly full of the milk of lime,
prepared from dolomite. The sulphur dioxide is
•••• "C •_DOR.\
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The pulp is now sent to the " Hollander " or
"beating machine" (Fig. 1). The "Hollander"
consists of an elliptical tank in which is placed a
breaking wheel (B) and drain wheel (A). Pulp
and water are introduced into the tank, and
kept in circulation by the breaking wheel and
a current of water. The current is produced by
a fresh supply of water, this being added back of
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B as fast as it leaves the tank through A. The
object of the " Hollander " is to break up any
lumps there may be in the pulp, and also to
wash it.
After breaking, the pulp is carried by a strong
stream of water into an inclined way, having a
number of transverse slats across the bottom.
These slats catch both dirt and sand and keep
them from going into the pulp. From this the
pulp goes through screens, which remove all the
knots and lumps. The pulp, being cleaned of
dirt and knots; is passed between two heavy rolls
and the water pressed out of it. It is now ready
to be made direct into paper or shipped to some
other mill.
Mechanical pulp is prepared by forcing a stick
of wood against a revolving grindstone, over
which a stream of water is flowing. After
leaving the grindstone the mixture of pulp and
A
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pounds. In the newer mills 40 or 45 pounds is
used. After boiling, the rags are put into a
" Hollander " and washed to remove the chemi-
cals used for bleaching and cleaning. After
being washed the rags are ground and diluted
with water to be used for the pulp.
Paper that is to be printed or written upon, re-
quires some material added to it that will enable
it to resist the ink. The materials used are a
refined clay, the resinate of alum and soda, pre-
pared by dissolving resin in a solution of sodium
carbonate and alum. All of the pulps have a
yellow tinge, and in order to make a white paper
some coloring matter must be used. Prussian
blue is used in most newspapers.
After having the different pulps in condition,
all that remains is to mix them in the proper
proportions for the grade of paper required. The
reason why the pulps are not used separately for
FIG. 2.
water looks like diluted skimmed milk. This
is screened twice to remove the bits of wood and
the like that are not sufficiently disintegrated.
After screening, it is passed between two heavy
rolls and the water pressed out of it. As it
leaves the rolls is has the appearance of wet tissue
paper, and contains about 23% of its weight of
dry fibre.
Both linen and cotton rags are used for paper,
but in this grade the custom is to use cotton
waste, because it can be made into pulp cheaper
than waste rags. The waste is put into a boiler
and boiled with soda ash and chloride of lime.
In the mill that I have visited the steam pressure
used for boiling the rags was 25 pounds per
square inch. The pressure that should be used
is a disputed point. Some claim it should not
exceed 10 pounds, while others advise 75 or 80
paper, is that the wood pulps do not have long
and strong enough fibers, while the rag pulp
costs too much.
The final mixing is done in the "Hollander."
The capacity of the ordinary Hollander is stock
enough to make six hundred pounds of dry pa-
per. The stock is divided in about the follow-
ing manner for newspaper:
Mechanical pulp  8234%
Rag pulp  5 %
Chemical pulp  10 %
Waste paper and sizing  234%
The water used in the last stage of paper-mak-
ing must be very clear and free from grit. The
stock runs in the " Hollander " about an hour
the last time. After the pulp leaves the Hollan-
der the last time, it is diluted to the proper por-
tions and is now ready for the Fourdrinier ma-
chine. (Fig. 2).
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The diluted pulps enter the
stuffing chest (A) and are fed on
the wire gauze (B), which has a
raking motion that felts the fibers
t og et h e r. After passing the
squeeze rolls (C) the wet paper is
carried on a woolen gauze (D)
between two other pair of squeeze
rolls and then passed on to the
drying rolls (E). In modern ma-
chines there are twenty-four dry-
ing rolls about three feet and a
half in diameter. Inside these rolls there is
steam at about 85 pounds pressure, where the
last operation, that of compressing the fibers by
enormous force, is accomplished.
When the paper comes from the calenders it is
very hot and dry, and being made into rolls of
from eight to twelve hundred pounds, requires a
long while to cool through and moisten. If
it is used before this takes place it sticks to the
cylinders of the printing press, in consequence of
the electrification caused by its dryness and the
constant friction.
It is impossible to give figures as to the amount
of newspaper that is used daily, that one could
comprehend. The smallest mill that I visited
made over sixty tons of paper a day, and it is in-
sufficient to supply one of the large daily papers.
The writer wishes, in conclusion, to express
his indebtedness to the International Paper Co.
for opportunities of examining their mills and
and their processes.
JUNIOR MONUMENT.
AGAIN the festive oc
casion of Hallowe'en
has come round. The same crowds, bent
on mischief, filled ttie streets, and the Poly boys
were among them in the same old proportion.
Strenuous remarks by Dr. Mees on the afternoon
previous interfered somewhat with their activity,
but the numbers '03 and '04 were not altogether
absent from the backstop and the premises. Of
course the busy men and the important men of
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the evening were the Juniors, who, custom or-
dains, shall leave on this night a monument to
themselves. And well have the class of 1902
performed their trust. In spite of the many sur-
mises as to what the memorial would be, perfect
secrecy was preserved. Early in the evening
the crowd of Juniors appeared, bearing their
treasure—anew face, with hands, for the south
dial of the tower clock. With a good deal of
difficulty the heavy mass of metal was hoisted to
its position, and after several hours of work
everything was in place. The monument was
then christened with champagne, the clock bell
made to strike the class number, and the class
descended to the sidewalk, where the old face
was burned. Corks and wires lying about indi-
cated that several bottles had been used in
christening the new memorial.
The photograph shows the face before being
put in position. It is made of sheet copper, and
the hands, numerals, and the large figures, 02,
are of aluminum and nickel 'alloy. The face is
about five feet in diameter. This is the most
ambitious thing yet attempted and is certainly a
success.
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY.
Prospects for the Scientific Society are bright.
A large number of articles are now in course of
preparation or promised. Three meetings have
been held. At the first Professor Hathaway
gave his lecture on "Spinning Tops," which was
published in THE TECHNIC some years ago. A
good audience enjoyed the talk and the numer-
ous experiments which illustrated it were very
interesting. The second paper was presented by
C. H. Hills, '02, and appears in a slightly
changed form in this issue of THE TECHNIC
under the title, "The Manufacture of News-
paper."
Dr. Mees presented the third paper, the sub-
ject of which was "Wireless Telegraphy." An
outline of the address is given among the edito-
rials.
STUDENT COUNCIL.
The Student Council, composed of the follow-
ing representatives, has been organized. The
order is the official one:
Senior Class, W. R. Gibbons.
Junior Class, E. L. Flory.
Sophomore Class, H. W. Palmer.
Freshman Class, C. Brannon.
Athletic Association, W. F. Huthsteiner.
Rose Technic, R. N. Miller.
Scientific Society, H. A. Schwartz.
Y. M. C. A., S. D. Burge.
Telegraph Association, G. Davies.
Camera Club, G. H. Clay.
Officers were elected as follows: W. F. Huth-
steiner, president; H. A. Schwartz, vice presi-
dent; E. L. Flory, secretary; Sam D. Burge, treas-
urer; G. H. Clay, clerk.
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Pauw, 0— 'Rose, 0.
RosE went to Greencastle on Oct. 13th withthe fond hope of dragging DePauw's colors
in the dust, but the best the boys could do was to
hold the score to 0 for both teams. This was a
very creditable performance considering the fact
that Rose was badly disabled from the Wabash
game the Saturday before, and DePauw averaged
fifteen pounds more than Rose. Special mention
can be given to no one because every one deserved
it. Probably the only criticism that could be
made was that one side of the line was a little
weak. DePauw's formation was about the hard-
est proposition that the boys have run up against
this year. The line defense on the right side
was of the finest order when the touchdown line
was threatened, as DePauw had the ball three
different times within the five yard line and three
downs to make the touchdown in, but, quoting
the DePauw Palladium, "at these times the Poly
team would pull itself together and put up a won-
derftil defence." This is a short account of how
it happened:
DePauw won the toss and chose the east goal.
Kicked to Jackson, who returned 10 yards.
Jackson made 5 yards, Peterson 5, Pearson 5,
Pearson 10, Gregory 10, Jackson 5, and then the
Rose line held and Reep was unable to gain, and
immediately after Oglesby got the ball on a fum-
ble and made a 50 yard run, but was caught by
Reep on the 10 yard line. Rose made its re-
quired 5 yards in three downs, but was held on
the 5 yard line. Peterson made 20 yards, Whit-
lock 20, and Peterson followed with two gains of
10 yards each, and the backs continued the gain-
ing by using their peculiar and formidable inter-
ference. until they reached Rose' s 15 yard line,
when they were held for downs. Pine made 35
yards around end and Riggs followed with 10
more and Huthsteiner added 10 to that, but the
DePauw line stopped the gaining on their 40
yard line. After this, for the remainder of the
half the ball was not at any time in dangerous
territory, but was carried first by one team and
then by the other, and time was called with the
ball in possession of DePauw.
Second half:
DePauw kicked to Oglesby, who returned 10
yards. But Rose was unable to make the nec-
essary 5 yards and the ball went into the posses-
sion of DePauw. DePauw then used their in-
terference to good advantage and carried the ball
by short gains to Rose's one yard line, and then,
with three downs to make the touchdown, De-
Pauw was unable to move the right side of Rose's
line and the ball was lost on downs. Rose made
two gains of 15 and 12 yards, and then lost a
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couple of yards. Pine made it up when he
went around end for 7 yards, but the ground
gaining could not be continued and Rose lost the
ball on downs. After Peterson had made 25
yards DePauw was held for downs, and immedi-
ately after Rose was held with no gain. After
DePauw had made 7 yards the Rose line held
again, and the ball was given to them on downs
on the 2 yard line. Pine and Riggs then rushed
the ball up the field on long gains and DePauw
was beginning to show weariness and did not
seem to be able to stop Rose's end rushes. It
looked as if Rose was to obtain their touchdown
at last, but time was called when the ball had
passed as far as the. 25 yard line, and this dis-
tance had been made in less than five minutes.
The line up was as follows:
Rose (o). Position. DePauw (o).
Brannon center  Williams
Peker right guard White
Peck  left guard  Baker
Bowie right tackle Pearson
Pfleging  left tackle Brown
Oglesby  right end  Reep
Pine  left end Gregory (Capt.)
Lindenberger . ' • • . . quarter back  Wise
Huthsteiner (Capt.) . . . right half back  Jackson
Riggs  left half back Peterson
Huffaker  full back  Whitlock
Rose subs: Nicholson, Hampton, Powell,
Warren.
Time of halves: 25 minutes. Officials: Mc-
Intyre of DePauw and Wilder of Terre Haute.
PURDUE, 46; ROSE, 5.
Rose was defeated at Lafayette on October
27th by the strong Purdue team by a score of
46 to 5. In this game Rose had the distinc-
tion of playing in a game, if it was to their disad-
vantage, in which a world's record was tied by
Robertson, Purdue's crack half-back, who kicked
seven place-kicks from the field. The Rose boys
could not stand the heavy rushes of the Purdue
backs and Purdue was able to make the five
yards every time, although at times it would take
three downs to do it. The game was character-
ized by a great deal of kicking, in which the
Purdue men had the advantage. It was a clean
game and everybody returned satisfied with the
treatment they had received at the hands of the
Lafayette boys. The account of the game in de-
tail is as follows:
Todd kicked off to the 10 yard line and Nichol-
son returned the ball. Purdue got the ball on
downs and Robertson made 1% yards through
the line and followed this with 4 yards in the
same way. After Todd had Made a yard, McCoy
went around the end for a touchdown and Robert-
son missed goal. Score, 5 to 0.
Peker kicked off to Davis, and on the next
play Uhl got the ball on a fumble. Pine could
make nothing around the end but Uhl made 10
yards through the line. Nicholson tried a drop
kick from field but kicked it into the line, a Pur-
due man getting the ball. By line bucks Purdue
advanced 16 yards and lost the ball on a fumble,
Bowie falling on it. Rose could make nothing
in two downs and Nicholson kicked 10 yards out
of bounds, and immediately after Todd repeated
the trick for 15. Rose could make nothing and
Nicholson again kicked, this time for 30 yards,
and Todd returned 5. Purdue received 10 yards
on an offside play. Spades made 35 yards on an
end play and the ball was carried by line bucks
to Rose's 25 yard line, from which Robertson
kicked his first place-kick. Score, 10 to 0.
Peker kicked off to the 25 yard line and Davis
returned 10. Todd kicked for 20 yards. Rose
Could not gain and Nicholson kicked for 25 yards.
Todd followed suit for 35. Rose was again
forced to kick, this time, 15 yards. Purdue car-
ried the ball by steady line plunging to the 35
yard line and Robertson made his second place-
kick. Score, 15 to 0.
.Nicholson kicked off to 15 yard line and Hohn
returned 10. Robertson kicked 35 and Nichol-
son kicked 20. Hohn made 7 yards and Todd
kicked 30. Nicholson returned 5 and then
kicked for 25. Oglesby got the ball on a fumble
and Nicholson kicked 30 yards. In catching the
ball Todd fumbled. Pine, picking up the ball,
made a touchdown from the 25 yard line. Nichol-
son missed goal. Score, 15 to 5.
Robertson kicked to the 20 yard line and
Oglesby returned 10. After no gain, Nicholson
again kicked for 25 yards but Todd returned 20
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before being downed. Purdue made 8 yards in
three downs and Robertson place-kicked .from
the 25 yard line. Score, 20 to 5.
Nicholson kicked to the 20 yard line and Hohn
returned 10. Robertson kicked for 40 yards and
Nicholson for 25, and Robertson again for 30:
Purdue got the ball on Nicholson's fumble of the
kick. Robertson then kicked goal from the 20
yard line. Score, 25 to 5.
Nicholson kicked to the 15 yard line and Todd
returned 15. Robertson punted 30 yards, Todd
taking the ball to the 25 yard line on a fumble.
Robertson was downed for a loss of 7 yards and
on the next down tried a place-kick which failed.
The team lined up on Rose' s 55 yard line and
Nicholson attempted to kick, but it was blocked,
and Miller fell on the ball for a touchdown.
Robertson kicked goal. Score; 31 to 5.
Nicholson kicked to 20 yard line and Davis
returned 15. Robertson punted 40 yards and
Nicholson returned 5. Riggs made 2$ yards
through the line and Nicholson kicked 25 yards.
Todd returned 10. Robertson made 3 yards and
Rose got the ball on a fumble, when time was
called.
SECOND HALF.
Nicholson kicked to 20 yard line to Robertson
who punted for 40 yards. After Pine had made
4 yards Nicholson again kicked for 30 yards and
Todd returned 31 yards before he was downed.
Purdue was held for two downs and Robertson
tried a place-kick, but missed it. Nicholson
kicked 27 yards and Todd returned 7. Purdue's
backs then made 13 yards through the line and
Robertson missed a place-kick. Nicholson re-
turned 4 yards. Again Rose was -compelled to
kick, this time for 25 yards, and got 10 yards on
offside play, but Purdue's backs carried the ball
by line plunges to the 20 yard line, and Robert-
son kicked goal. Score, 36 to 5.
Nicholson kicked to 20 yard line. Todd re-
turned 10 yards and then kicked for 40 yards
before he was downed. Nicholson kicked 15
yards and Todd returned 20. On a fumble Pur-
due lost 5 yards, and after making 3 yards Rob-
ertson kicked goal from the 30 yard line. Score,
41 to 5.
Nicholson kicked to 20 yard line and the ball
was returned 5 and kicked 45. Purdue got the
ball on a fumble. Robertson made 3 yards, Mc-
Coy 7, Todd 3, and McCoy 3. Lindenberger re-
ceived a kick on the head at this point and Jumper
was substituted. McCoy made 5 and Robertson
kicked goal from the 30 yard line. Score, 46 to 5.
Nicholson kicked to 20 yard line. Robertson
kicked 15 yards out of bounds. Rose was again
compelled to kick, making 30 yards, and Todd
returned 10. Robertson kicked for 30 yards and
Nicholson returned 10, but Purdue got the ball
on a fumble. At this stage Peker was laid out,
and King was substituted. Nicholson kicked 35
yards and Todd returned 20. Riggs blocked
Robertson's kick, and Pine carried the ball across
the line, but the touchdown was not allowed be-
cause Bowie held a man who attempted to go
after Pine. Pine was taken out here on account
of weariness, and Fishback substituted. After
this, Purdue would rush the ball down and Rob-
ertson try place-kicks. He tried three, all of
which were unsuccessful, and the game was
called on account of darkness with three minutes
to play. Line up:
Purdue (46)
Chambers 
J. F. Miller
Du Shane
Davis
Riebel, Miller 
Hohn 
Spades 
Jones 
McCoy
Position Rose (5)
center  Brannon
right guard  Peck
 left guard Hampton
right tackle Bowie
left tackle Peker, King
right end Oglesby
left end  Pine, Fishback
. Lindenberger, Jumper
Uhl
Riggs
Nicholson
Time of halves, 30 minutes. Touchdowns, McCoy, Miller, Pine.
Goals from touchdown, Robertson t. Goals from field, Robertson 7
Rose subs—Fishback, Kellogg, Jumper, King.
quarter back .
 right half 
Robertson  left half 
Todd full back 
DePAUW, 6; ROSE, 0.
On November 2 the second game with DePauw
was played on home grounds. The crowd was
good and the fact that the score went the wrong
way was a great disappointment. The teams
were very closely matched and only by good _
fortune did DePauw make the deciding score
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within eight minutes of the end of the second
half. The DePauw team was a much heavier
team and had, as well, splendid team work.
Jackson kicked off to Peker at 3:10. The ball
was returned 5 yards to Poly 30 yard line. After
gains aggregating 15 yards, the ball was lost on
downs,but was regained. Riggs and Uhl made
10 yards, when team was held three downs.
Huffaker punted 20. Successive gains of 3 to
5 yards were made by McKinstrey, Whitlock
and Reep. Jackson failed to gain, and through
magnificent end interference Gregory went
around the end for 30 yards: Line plays were
used and all gains were small. Pine, who had
wrenched his ankle some time before, was re-
placed by Fshback. DePauw punted 25 yards
to Huffaker, who regained 15 yards. By strong
line bucks, Rose pushed the ball, 5 yards at a
time, 30 yards, Riggs, Uhl and Huffaker making
good gains. DePauw took the ball on downs
near middle of field. With line bucks gaining 5
yards apiece DePauw forced the ball steadily
back to within 10 yards of Rose's goal, where
Rose got ball on a fumble. Failing to make dis-
tance in 5 yards, Huffaker made a splendid punt
of 45 yards to Wise, who fumbled the ball.
Oglesby fell on it for Rose. Time. Score, 0, 0.
Hadley kicked off 30 yards out of bounds.
Kicked off 40 to Wise, who regained 7. Jackson
punted 30 yards to Huffaker, who came back 10.
Uhl and Riggs, by repeated line bucks, made 15
yards, but lost ball on downs. Reep made 6
yards, Gregory 2, Reep failed to gain and Bran-
non fell on the ball on a fumble. Rose was held
for downs and DePauw punted 30 yards to Huf-
faker, who returned the ball 5. Rose gained 10,
then on third down Huffaker punted 30 yards to
Wise, who was downed immediately. By buck-
ing the line from 2 to 8 yards, DePauw forced
the ball to Rose's 20 yard line. Jumper and
Fishback were in every play and helped to stop
each gain. Rose got the ball on a fumble, Huf-
faker kicked on third down 30 yards out of
bounds. By line hitting of hardest order, De-
Pauw forced the ball little by little to Rose's 15
yard line. The tackling of Brannon and Fish-
back here was remarkable. On third down 4
yards to gain. Necessary distance was made.
Next play ball was fumbled and went clear of
scrimmage. Uhl and Oglesby failed to get it.
DePauw's ball on 10 yard line. First down, no
gain. Rose penalized 5 yards for holding.
Whitlock was shoved over for touchdown. The
opinion was general that if ball had been secured
when the fumble offered it to Rose, no score
would have been made. The ball was punted
out and goal was kicked. Score, DePauw 6,
Rose 0.
Hadley kicked off 45 yards to Wise, who ad-
vanced the ball 10 yards. Jackson punted 30
yards to Huffaker. Huffaker punted on third
down, but kick was blocked. Peker got the ball
1 yard behind the line, Riggs made 3 yards, Uhl
failed to gain, and Huffaker punted 30 to Whit-
lock. Jackson punted 25 to Huffaker, who
came back 15 yards. Huffaker made 7 and 18
yards around end. Peker advanced the ball 15
yards, aft'er getting it on fumble, but ball was
called back. Riggs made 2 yards, failed to gain,
and Huffaker punted past the goal line, Wise
falling on the ball. Jackson kicked off from De-
Pauw's 25 yard line, 25 yards, to Hadley. Here
Gideon Diall replaced Ruick as referee. The
latter was excluded from game for coaching De-
Pauw. Riggs made 4 yards and DePauw then
got the ball on downs. Brannon regained the
ball on DePauw's fumble. Riggs advanced the
ball 5, and from DePauw's 45 yard line Hadley
made a splendid attempt at goal. His place kick
was directed between the goal posts, hut did not
go quite far enough. It was falling when it
passed the goal, and only missed the cross-bar
by two feet. The game was called immediately.
Line up:
Polytechnic (o). Position. DePauw (6).
Oglesby right end  Reep, Weaver
Bowie  right tackle Pierson
Peker  right guard  White
Brannon  center  Williams
Hampton left guard  Baker
Hadley  left tackle  O'Daniels, Brown
Pine, Fishback  left end Gregory(Capt.)
Jumper  quarter back  Wise
Riggs (Capt . )  right half Jackson
Uhl  left half McKinstry
Huffaker  full back   Whitlock
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Touchdowns, Whitlock 1; goal, Jackson 1;
referee, Ruick of DePauw; umpires, A. P. Sim-
monds of Yale and Gideon Dia11 of this city;
timers, Starr of DePauw and Wilder of North-
western University; linemen, Albert Beauchamp,
city, and Todd of DePauw. DePauw's substi-
tutes were Brown, Todd, McCoy, Peterson and
Weaver. Rose' subs were Fishback, Nicholson,
Pfleging and Peck. Time of halves, 25 and 30
minutes.
Considering the crippled condition of the team
and the unfortunate series of accidents which
befell the Rose players at the beginning of the
game, the team put up a remarkable game against
the DePauwites. Uhl, Bowie, Brannon, Riggs,
Huffaker, and Jumper all did well, but
the other men who of course were in positions
offering less chance for distinction did very well
indeed. A s' udent band of about twelve musi-
cians paraded the field during the game and as-
sailed the enemy with selections. Several cor-
nets, a clarinet, a number of fifes, a trbmbone, a
concertina, many zoboes, a tenor drum and 9,
bass drum and cymbals, succeeded in stirring
enthusiasm to a high pitch.
CHARLESTON H. S., 12; ROSE, 6.
The second team played their first game of the
season at Charleston on Nov. 3d and lost to the
High School of that place. The Charleston
boys were heavier than our boys and also showed
superior foot ball playing. Rose started out
briskly and by rapid bucking made a touchdown
in 11 minutes. After this the Charleston boys
took a brace, and Rose had no chance to win the
game after this.
The game was called at 3:50, when Charleston
kicked off to the 15 yard line. Rose started to
hit the line with good effect, and were also able
to make successful gains around the ends until
they reached the 20 yard line, when the ball was
lost on a fumble, but after two downs with no
gain Charleston was forced to punt. The punt
was only good for 15 yards and Rose again had
possession of the ball. Warren was then sent
through tackle for a touchdown and Hills kicked
goal.
Ricketts kicked off to the 15 yard line, but
Rose lost the ball on a fumble. Charleston then
made their first touchdown by using their heavy
backs through the line. Fuller made the touch-
down. Miles kicked goal. Score, Rose 6,
Charleston 6.
Charleston scored their second touchdown in
the remaining six minutes of this half. Hills
kicked to the 20 yard line. Fuller, who caught
the kick, fumbled and Rose got the ball. Rose
was held on downs. Fuller made two good
gains through the line. Glassco made 25 yards
around the end and Fuller immediately after
duplicated the trick and then made 5 yards
through the line. Miles then made the remain-
ing 4 yards and the winning touchdown. Rick-
erts kicked goal. Score, Rose 6, Charleston 12.
In the second half neither team scored and the
half ended with the ball in Rose territory. It
was a good, clean game, not a penalty was given
and not a kick was registered on a decision.
The line-up of the teams was as follows:
Charleston. Position. Poly Second.
C. Fuller  left end  Powell
Moore  left tackle  Krieger
G. Carnes  left guard  Hommel
Eastin center  Shaley
C. Carnes, Woods right guard  Hunley
Ferrish  right tackle  Kat zenbach
Hollowell  right end Brentano
Ricketts quarter  Jacobs
W. Fuller  left half Warren (Capt )
Glassco right half  Kellogg
Miles (Capt.)  full back  Hills
Referee, Richards; umpire, W. Miles; lines-
men, Cohn and W. A. Caldwell; timers, Dodge
and Purtill. Time of halves, 25 and 20 minutes.
FOOT BALL TEAMS.
J. R. Riggs, '01, has been elected captain of
the first team, to succeed Huthsteiner, who will
be unable to play again this season. R. C.
Warren, '02, has been appointed captain of the
second team, succeeding N. H. Cox, who has
taken the position of Assistant Manager, to suc-
ceed Fishback, resigned.
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Craver, ex-'01, has been in town recently.
Arnold should take a little more sleep at
night.
C. Bill Housum says Bowie is an Aztec, not a
Rose Tech.
Professor Hathaway defines zero as being a
number, nit.
Every one was surprised when Marshal broke
a rule in math.
Levi—" Yes, you ought to kick the ball on
the short end."
The camera contest is declared off, owing to a
lack of interest.
"I will go to yon Banyan Tree, and eat a
bunch of Banyanas."
Judging by pictorial evidence, Dr. Gray has
been Lyonized of late.
The Freshmen are said to have shown Pettit,
'03, the inside of a box-car.
Marshall's band is open for engagements. See
the professor for particulars.
Can some one tell Flory what is used to secure
corks in champlgne bottles?
Pine expresses regret that the challenge of the
female eleven was not accepted.
Davies has rather a vague idea as to the mean-
ing of the word "approximate."
The pattern of the steam turbine designed by
Prof. Wagner is nearly completed.
Levi, '03—"Chee ! I was out late last night.
I didn't get home 'till this morning."
Bowie, '03, has a new head guard for foot ball
games, and is playing like he meant it.
Cohn, to some Juniors—" Say, fellows, how
did you get up to paint that clock face ? "
Crebs says, "Ma robe est grise." How long
since you have discarded trousers, Crebs ?
'Arry has a new story. We think it better to
refer those interested to the gentleman himself.
An electric light under or near the wheel shed
would be greatly appreciated these dark nights.
The population of Gallup, N. Mex., is now es-
timated at 60,000, according to the Aztec, Bowie.
Cohn, reciting—"Carbon dioxide is found in
the breath of human beings and all living ani-
mals."
A number of iron ring-stands for the chemical
laboratory have just been completed at the
shops.
Uhl's playing at half-back, as a new man in
the position, has received much favorable com-
ment.
Mr. Hadley continues to receive compliments
from his professors as to the cheerfulness of his
nature.
A Junior definition of unit magnetic pole: The
amount which will raise 1 dyne 1 centimeter in
1 second.
Dr. Mees has requested that members of the
Senior class do not steal anything belonging to
the Institute.
" Wir lernen Deutsch." Soph, translating—
"We study German; one can hardly say we
learn German."
Paige to Cox in Physical Lab—" Say, Cox, I
am going to charge this condenser instantly in •
thirty seconds."
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The student band made its first appearance on
the campus at the DePauw foot ball game. It
was a great success.
Ingle, W. D., thinks Terre Haute should have
a new gas plant. He is disgusted with the poor
light in the Chemical Lab.
Exploring parties are said to have reconnoit-
ered to considerable extent during the street fair
in regions across the river.
It is .rumored that Prof. Hathaway is starting
a menagerie. The first specimens to arrive were
a turtle and a dead mouse.
Newspaper reports of Freshmen-Sophomore
troubles have of late been very full. Occasion-
ally they have been correct.
The Senior Civils desire to express to Mr.
Fishback their gratitude for favors recently re-
ceived from his lunch basket.
Many yellow paper bags, in Junior language
class, are said to have had an effect on the pro-
nunciation of those who recited.
King, of the Senior class, and Dr. Blanchard,
of the Faculty, recently had watches stolen from
their bedrooms during the night.
Doctor Noyes was recently heard trying to con-
vince somebody that there could be no west side
to a street which runs north and south.
The class insignia adopted by the Senior class
are hats of mouse-colored felt, with blue band,
and striped sweaters in the same colors.
A recent acquisition at one of the boarding
houses, who goes by the name of Corinne, is
called, for technical purposes, Chlorine.
Williams, reciting—"Carbonic acid is used in
soft drinks." "Yes, and in some hard ones,
too," adds Professor Noyes. Knowing Dr.!
On reliable authority we have it that Piper's
alarm clock went off one morning at three o'clock.
Wonder how it happened to be set at that hour?
The Junior donation appears higher and higher
each year. We will not be surprised to see that
of '03 suspended from a balloon over the build-
ing.
TECHNIC.
One of the students, the day after a dance, re-
marked that the reason the punch made people
light-headed was because a candle had fallen
into it.
The chances are ten to one that the first head-
line you see, these days, when you open a paper,
concerns the remarkable playing of "Little Ben-
nie Pine."
With reference to the Junior monument, a
Junior has remarked that "'02 is always on
time." Perhaps it is unnecessary to say it was
a Junior.
Designs for water tanks, to be used on the
government ambulances manufactured by the T.
H. Carriage and Buggy Co., are being prepared
in the shops.
One of the Juniors dropped his glasses from
the tower while putting up the dial. This ac-
counts for the broken glass found underneath
next morning.
Now that the great election is over, many
freshmen have just begun to realize that they are
candidates for an election which takes place just
before Christmas.
Dr. Noyes—"Charcoal, bone-black and lamp-
black have been given; what are the other amor-
phous forms ? " Davies, waking up—" Lamp-
black, bone-black and charcoal."
The Doctor's words of admonition seem to
have had the desired effect. No clash between
Freshies and Sophs on Halloween, and now the
hatchet is buried until the banquets.
A note from Mr. J. W. Shepherd, formerly In-
structor in Chemistry here, states that he is in
Chicago University. His laboratory work is
Thesis Research, on a problem in saponification.
Manager Helmer has received an application
for a game from the Champion Lady Foot Ball
Team. Much interest therein has been evi-
denced, and Helmer is greatly flattered at the
attention bestowed on him by 1he ladies.
We have vague rumors that two Freshmen re-
ceived rather unusual honors at the hands of
their friends, the Sophs, recently. The mid-
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night walk, which has become so popular a form
of entertainment, was varied a little as regards
costume and other adjuncts.
A new orator has made his appearance in the
North end. At his first appearance, Oct. 29, he
opened the front porch campaign. Democratic-
ally attired in a robe of white, he spoke. He
said, in part: "I want you to understand this
now, I won't have you fighting in my house at
midnight. I'll report every one of you to Doctor
Mees. We don't intend to have—you—you
boys disturbing the neighborhood. This has got
to stop. Clear out, or I'll put a period to this."
And he banged the door. Don't blame him if
the language was forcible. It was very cold.
One of the important games of the season,
which rather strangely failed to get into the
Eastern papers, occurred on the campus Satur-
day morning, Oct. 27. With reference to the
violence of the encounter, we might change the
saw and say "from the frying pan onto the grid-
iron." Two teams, carefully picked from those
whA play on neither the first or second team, gave
eaCT other a warm reception. Ice-water was
served during the game to those who needed it,
and the affair was delightfully informal. It was
an exciting moment, and an experience out of the
ordinary, when a player on the sub-Varsity side
picked up a ball which his own side had kicked,
and made a glorious gain. The performance was
rendered continuous by the specialties introduced
between the line-ups in the shape of spirited al-
tercations between the teams, and of groans from
a gentleman in a green sweater, who seemed to
be having a hard time. The crowd was thor-
oughly appreciative of their privilege in watch-
ing so scientific a game. Casualties were fortu-
nately few, and little necessity was found for the
sometimes useful bottle, which, like a house for
rent, might bear the sign "Apply Within."
It is a fact that Prof. Hathaway, after voting,
put the blue pencil in his pocket and walked out.
He was telephoned for, and left the Junior class
so as to take it back.
1.
10:30 A. M.
52 candidates+1 Ballot-1 Blue Pencil.10:00 A. M.
Polls.
Ans. f Absent-minded Professor.
R. P.1.
2. If Prof. Hathaway continues to move as
he started off with pencil, when will he reach in-
finity?
Ans. .00000002.
TECHNIGRAPHS--11.
The little Doc. contemplates the ethyl
ester of 1, 1,-3, 3 cyclo hexane tetracar-
boxylic acid.
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THEORY and practice working together makea pair hard to beat. The man who nowa-
days occupies a position of responsibility must
not only be well versed in the theory of his par-
ticular branch of work, but must also be able to
turn this theory to practical use. A position of
vast responsibility and one in which theory is
linked closely with practice is that of the railway
master mechanic.
"A successful master mechanic must be two-
sided. He must not only keep the machinery
under his charge in proper order, but he must
discipline, direct and control the animated human
machine that operates the inanimate tools or en-
gines. He should therefore be a good mechanic
as well as a good leader of men. He should be
familiar with tools and should understand theor-
etically and practically the locomotive and other
steam engines, as well as the laws of combustion.
He cannot ignore gas and petroleum motors. He
should cultivate the habit of critically analyzing
operating results shown in statements issued
from his own and the accounting office. He
should be a student of current technical litera-
ture. He should attend the meetings of techni-
cal societies, and under no circumstances should
he fail to study their proceedings. He should
cultivate a spirit of relentless self-criticism;
should never be quite satisfied with what he has
accomplished, and should determine to excel all
others engaged in his particular line of work.
To be a good leader of men he should cultivate
perfect patience, forbearance and self-control,
remembering that no man ever controlled others
who did not start by controlling himself. He
should be even-tempered, or, if not born so,
should not let anyone discover it. He should be
strictly just, granting cheerfully everything due
his employees, while jealously guarding his em-
ployer's interests, curbing his generosity in
spending funds entrusted to him. A man so
qualified should make a successful master me-
chanic, but would not long remain one in the
present day of keen competition in all branches
of railroad service."—J. KRUTTSCHNITT, Pacific
Coast Railway Club.
A New Substitute for Fish Plates for rail
joints, devised by Dr. Hans Goldschmidt, of Es-
sen, Germany, is attracting much attention in
that country and Great Britain. From an inter-
esting paper on the process, read by Mr. E. F.
Lange before the Iron and Steel Institute, it
seems that it is a sort of half-brother to the cast-
weld process so much used in this country. It
depends primarily on the fact that if a mixture
of iron oxide and finely divided aluminum is
placed in a crucible and a little barium peroxide
and magnesium is placed on top of it, a touch of
a lighted match is all that is needed to produce
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an intense reation, resulting in a mass of molten
iron in the bottom of the crucible, 'covered with
an alumina slag. The iron is intensely hot. If
clamps arplaged about two abutting rail ends,
and a form of sheet iron backed by molders' sand
is placed around the joint, the rails can be
welded by first pouring a little slag into the form,
then the molten iron, and finally, when the rail
ends have reached the right temperature, tight-
ening the clamps sa as to make the weld. The
joint is allowed to cool slowly, and after it is cold
the slag and iron are broken off.—Engineering
Record.
Persons of a somewhat imaginative turn of
mind might picture to themselves the following
engineering freak, which is a fair sample of some
of the many unique schemes which are daily pre-
sented by some of the more sensational newspa-
pers:
"A New York daily recently printed an illus-
trated article on the proposed aerial electric rail-
way across the English Channel. The alleged
inventor is "Count Bompio Pieri." The Count
proposes to stretch two wire cables across the
Straits of Dover and hold them aloft by means of
captive balloons. One of-the cables is to convey
electric current to the mtor of the car, which
will move between the two cables, and the other
will return the current. As picture4d, the car is
of the usual cigar shape. The terminal stations
are also constructed on the balloon idea, captive
balloons being used to convey the passengers from
terra firma to the aerial trolley level."
You Have Time
to get a Suit made before Thanks-
giving, if you give your order now.
FORD &-
OVERSTREET
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS.
UNITED STATES AND FOREIGN PATENTS, DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS AND LABELS.
ATTOIZNEY.
ARTHUR M. HOOD, Rose '93.
32-33 UNION TRUST BUILDING, No. 120 EAST MARKET ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
BEFORE YOU HAVE YOUR "PICTURE TOOK"
SEE WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER.
HOLLOWAY,
The Fotografer,
The Modern Studio, 673 Wabash Ave.
645
BATTR'S PHARMACY,
.11
S. E. Corner
Seventh & Main Sts.
HEADQUARTERS
FOR
Photographic
) Supplies.
IS THE NEWEST, NEATEST, CLEANEST AND MOST COMPLETE
MODERN BARBER SHOP AND BATH ROOM IN THE CITY . . .
To the Faculty and Students of Rose Polytechnic:
I have opened, at 645 Wabash Avenue, a new Hygienic Barber Shop and Bath Rooms,
to which I will give my personal attention, and with the assistance of first-class bar-
bers, at all times I will guarantee to please by giving the very best class of work .
I respectfully invite you all 
Wabash Avenue.
+
4
4
+
4
+
4
.
-
+
 GEO. EHRENHARDT.
GET YOUR
- PARTYpPTHEATRE CABS —
At 19 North Seventh St.
STREET CABS AND BAGGAGE WAGONS
ALWAYS READY
erre Eliaute
OPERA HOUSE BLOCK.
ransfer ompany.
TELEPHONE 90. ,?,i2
ENGLE PITZULAR PRICE TAILOR
Opposite Terre Haute House,
... 71 1 WABASH AVENUE.

